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Liberal Arts and Sciences
English

Box 1:

Correspondence, 1955-56
Outlines for individual chapters and volumes of *The English Language Arts*, 5 vol., 1952-62
Editors’ Progress Reports
Nominations and selections for commission members

Correspondence, 1957
Agenda for meetings
Reports on sales figures of curriculum series

Correspondence, 1958
Reports and recommendations for collaboration between NCTE, Modern Language Assoc.,
the College English Assoc., and The American Studies Assoc., regarding volume
four of curriculum series (*The College Teaching of English*)
Outline of chapter for volume five of curriculum series, *The Preparation of Teachers of the*
*English Language Arts*

Correspondence, 1959
Progress report on writing and editing of volume four of curricular series

Correspondence (2 folders), 1961
Proposal to establish permanent curriculum commission
Editing schedule for volume four of curriculum series
List of possible readers for volume five of curriculum series
Preliminary drafts of chapters on "The Teaching of English," "Courses in Language
and Linguistics," "General and Interdisciplinary Courses in Literature,"
"Genre Courses," "Undergraduate Programs," "The Teaching of Literary
Criticism," and "Articulation between High School and College English"
Agendas for meetings
Selection of editor for volume five of curricular series

Box 2:

Correspondence (2 folders), 1962
Nominations and selections for commission membership
Directory of members
Editing schedule for volume five of curriculum series
Readers' comments on individual chapters of volume five
Preliminary drafts of "The Elementary School Teacher at Work," "The Ph.D. Program for
the Scholar-Teacher," "Teacher Education: English," "A Teacher's Guide with a
and Administration"
Outline of publication *Ends and Issues* and *Ways of Working*, 1962
Agenda for meetings
Correspondence, 1963

- Agendas for meetings
- Selection of commission members
- Summary Progress Report of "English Curriculum Study and Demonstration Centers"
- "What is English"
- Directory of members
- "The Place of speaking and Listening"
- Discussion Guide for The Education of Teachers of English (volume five of curriculum series)

Correspondence, 1964

- Proposed Outlines for Ends and Issues and Ways of Working

Correspondence, 1965

- Agendas for meetings
- Selection of commission members

Correspondence, 1966

- Agendas for meetings
- Curriculum projects in conjunction with U.S. Office of Education's Program in English
- Directory of members
- Selection of speakers and representatives for cooperating professional meetings

Correspondence, 1967

- "Selecting and Evaluating Audio-Visual Materials" by Robert Shafer (International Reading Association)
- Agendas for meetings
- Directory of members
- Progress report on "English Curriculum Development by Local School Districts," "Teaching of Reading in Elementary and Secondary Schools," "Humanities Programs in the High School," and "Testing in English"

Correspondence, 1968

- Directory of members
- Agendas for meetings
- "Outline on Reading" by Robert B. Ruddell
- "Designing Instruction in English For the Future"
- Newsletters
- "Innovation, Research and Teaching of English - A Rationale" by E. Glyn Lewis

Box 3:

Correspondence, 1969

- "Reading" by Kenneth S. Goodman
- Agendas for meetings
- "The Limitations and Advantages of Behavioral Objectives in the Arts and Humanities" by James Hoetker
- Program for conference on Behavioral Objectives
- "Gull Lake Report on the Relationship of School and College Departments of English" (Michigan State University conference in English)
- "A Study of the Use of State Curriculum Guides"
"Preparing a Curriculum Guide" by Ruth Reever and Dorothy Knappenberger

Selection of members

Correspondence, 1970

Agendas for meetings

Notes from "Conference on the Objectives of English in a Time of Change"

Misbehaviorist English: A Position Paper" by James Moffett

"On Writing Behavioral Objectives for English" by John Maxwell and Anthony Tovatt

"Objectives Are for Decision-Making" by Garlie Forehand

"Behavioral Objectives Analysis and Application" by Lanny E. Morreau

Directory of members

Outline for publication extending On Behavioral Objectives

"Program Planning Accountability: Writing Educational Fortune Cookies" by Tom Gage

Accountability Statement, 1971

Correspondence, 1971

Agendas for meetings

Questionnaire on minority units in English curriculum

Directory of members

Preliminary places for The Teacher's Right to Teach publication

Position Paper on Relationship between Class Size in Learning, 1971

Minutes of Meetings, 1970-71

Correspondence, 1972

Agendas for meetings

Directory of members

Proposal to prepare monograph on materials for teaching minority groups

Preconvention Conference on Systems Approaches to Curriculum Development, 1971-72

Correspondence, 1973

Agenda for meetings

Preliminary outline for "What is Good English Teaching"

"Social Studies Curriculum Guidelines"

Correspondence, 1974-75

Agenda for meetings